The rate of folate receptor alpha (FR alpha) synthesis in folate depleted CHL cells is regulated by a translational mechanism sensitive to media folate levels, while stable overexpression of its mRNA is mediated by gene amplification and an increase in transcript half-life.
DC-3F/FA3 cells (FA3) were obtained by selection of Chinese hamster lung fibroblasts for growth in folic acid free media, supplemented with 15 pM [6S]-5-formyltetrahydrofolic acid. These cells, as a result of low level gene amplification and RNA stabilization, were found to overexpress folate receptor alpha (FR alpha) mRNA by more than five hundred fold. The expression level of the receptor, a 43 kDa GPI-linked plasma membrane glycoprotein, was found to be inversely related to changes in media folate concentrations while its steady state mRNA level remained unaffected. In low folate, the rate of receptor synthesis was found to increase by more than three fold, while its half-life stabilized as compared to that observed in high folate media. Although DC-3F cells were found to contain low amounts of FR alpha mRNA, receptor expression was undetectable, and changing media folate concentrations had no effect on the expression of either. Hence, while selection for growth in low folate leads to stable overexpression of FR alpha mRNA, receptor expression is regulated at the level of protein synthesis by a mechanism sensitive to media folate levels.